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NFL Draft 2019 Scouting Report: ILB Cole Holcomb, UNC 

*Our LB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

  

In my mind, Cole Holcomb is the best ILB prospect I’ve seen/studied/ran analysis on in the 2019 NFL 

Draft class. Perhaps, the best I’ve seen in a few years. Our computer models have Devin White graded in 

and around Holcomb, so adjusted for draft cost – I’ll take Holcomb.  

…you know what, the hell with ‘for the cost’ – in my heart I see Holcomb as better than White, straight 

up. Everyone will think I’m a nut for making this statement, so here goes trying to defend this football 

heresy. 

Holcomb was not invited to the Senior Bowl or NFL Combine, so he’s already got a giant barrier to NFL 

success. He ripped down part of that analysts/scout snub barricade at his Pro Day, possibly the best Pro 

Day of 2019. Holcomb posted a low 4.5s 40-time with a stellar 6.77 three-cone (at 6’1”/234). He also 

popped a 39.5” vertical, an 11’0” broad jump, and a threw down 22 reps on the bench. Those are 1st-

round pick measurables…similar-ish measurables are driving Devin White to the top 5-10 of the draft.  

Watching Holcomb on tape is a pure delight. You can see the athleticism, in an instant. He’s simply 

moving at a different speed than all the other defenders. I see Devin White standing around a 

lot…drifting into coverage…telegraphing with his body to blitz the backfield. Holcomb is silky smooth, 

like a cheetah playing inside linebacker. He’s usually moving forward in pursuit because he knows he can 

stop and back up into coverage or shift east-west on the fly in an instant (Holcomb’s Pro Day three-cone 

time was better than any linebacker prospect at the NFL Combine…even if so if you add extra time for 

the hand timing). Holcomb goes to make things happen on nearly every play, and his movement is so 

fluid/natural. To me, Devin White waits around for everything too much and then reacts to it.  

Holcomb is graceful on the move, a great form tackler, and simply marvelous in coverage. Perhaps, the 

best cover linebacker I’ve seen in college since Blake Martinez (who was radically overlooked in his 

draft, and only led the NFL tackles in 2017 and was #2 in 2018). I remember arguing Martinez over the 

beloved Reggie Ragland back in the day, and people thought I was nuts then too. I also thought Ben 

Heeney was the best ILB in his class…so I can be wrong about such things, occasionally.  

Holcomb reminds me of two linebackers…Blake Martinez and Leighton Vander Esch. Martinez was a 

great ILB prospect out of Stanford – great in coverage and a very solid tackler. Vander Esch is constant, 

fluid, aggressive motion to make plays. Holcomb reminds me of all of that, and he’s a better pass rusher 

than they were/are as well.  

I have no idea why Holcomb was snubbed throughout the early draft process. He is a former walk-on 

who played special teams/sparingly as a freshman and then led UNC in tackles his final three seasons 
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and was a team captain. He’s is athletic, extremely hard-working, humble, and smart. It was a pleasure 

listening to him in interviews and learning more about his background.  

Everything that is wrong with the NFL scouting process lies with Holcomb’s 2019 case – you can argue 

how highly he should be ranked, but he should have been at the Senior Bowl and at for sure at the NFL 

Combine, where he would have been one of the best stories in Indy and pushed his way into at least the 

top 50-75. The reality is (sad) that he will like get drafted on day three. The super-flawed NFL Draft 

scouting and hype process is going to cost this kid a lot of money and opportunity right off the bat.  

  

Cole Holcomb, Through the Lens of Our ILB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Unlike Devin White, Holcomb’s college output isn’t a slew of ‘assisted tackles’ dealt out by favorable 

statisticians.  

Five or more solo tackles in a game… 

7 times accomplished by Devin White in his college career. 

17 times accomplished by Holcomb. 

 

I’d like to compare Holcomb to somebody in ‘passes defended’, except it make no sense to do so 

because Holcomb was such a ‘no fly zone’ against the pass, QBs didn’t even try him/receivers weren’t 

close to open for the QB to consider. He doesn’t have a ton of ‘PD’s’ to back up my claims on his cover 

skills…because he didn’t allow opportunities. 

In 2018, Holcomb had quite a game against Georgia Tech: 22 total tackles, 12 solo tackles, and 3 forced 

fumbles.  

Holcomb had nice college numbers overall, for three seasons -- but they might have been even bigger if 

his role did not include dropping back into coverage so much. He was so good covering passes he was 

used as a quasi-safety against certain teams.  

 

2019 Pro Day Measurables… 

6’1.2”/234, 10.25” hands, 31.6” arms 

4.54 40-time, 4.18 shuttle, 6.77 three-cone 

22 bench reps, 39.5” vertical, 11’0” broad jump 
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The Historical ILB Prospects to Whom Cole Holcomb Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Being the next Justin Durant would be a very nice NFL career. However, you can’t help but look at all the 

names on this list and start getting extra-excited. Holcomb is comparing with some pretty big names… 

 

ILB Score Last First Yr 
 

College H H W   Tackle, 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed, 
Agility 
Metric 

8.820 Holcomb Cole 2019 UNC 6 1.2 234 
 

8.61 10.34 

8.614 Durant Justin 2007 Hampton 6 0.7 230 
 

8.84 11.27 

11.762 Vilma Jonathan 2004 Mia, Fla 6 0.4 233 
 

9.52 8.85 

9.788 Kendricks Mychal 2012 Cal 5 11.2 240 
 

10.57 13.16 

10.474 Heeney Ben  2015 Kansas   6 0.2 231 
 

10.30 8.57 

13.100 Shazier Ryan 2014 Ohio State 6 1.1 237 
 

11.19 13.62 

15.438 Kuechly Luke 2012 Boston Coll 6 2.4 242 
 

13.57 9.52 

 

 

*A score of 8.00+ is where we see a stronger correlation of LBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system, and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an NFL elite LB. 

All of the LB ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Tackle-Strength Metrics = A combination of several physical and performance measurements. An attempt 

to classify the LB prospect's ability to stop the run, as well as to gauge how physical the player is, and the 

likelihood of higher tackle counts in the NFL. All based on profiles of LBs historically. 

Speed-Agility Metrics = A combination of several speed, agility, and size measurements...as well as game 

performance data to profile a LB for speed/agility based on LBs historically. A unique measuring system 

to look for LBs that profile for quickness, pass-coverage ability, and general ability to cover more 

ground. 
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2019 NFL Draft Outlook: 

I think Holcomb’s Pro Day definitely got him out of the UDFA zone and into for-sure draft pick. You’d 

think with his measurables and the names we’re comparing him to that he’d storm into the top 100-125. 

Maybe…but I doubt it. Guys like him (ignored pre-draft by the Senior Bowl and Combine) who light it up 

at their Pro Day will go 5th-6th+ round of the NFL Draft. He’ll be drafted, but he’ll go Day Three, and go a 

lot later than he should.  

If I were an NFL GM, Holcomb is the kind of player I’m working my draft around to make sure I secure 

him – a 1st-round ILB athlete at a 5th-6th+ round price. One of the best value players in this draft, if not 

THEE best. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Will start out behind the eight ball because he has no draft status. Probably is a special teamer for a 

year+, and only gets his big break when a starter gets hurt…and then becomes a revelation everyone 

adores. Might be year one…or year’s 3-4, but hopefully he’ll have his time to shine and captures it. 
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